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Resonant x-ray scattering study of magnetic and orbital order in KCuF3
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We present the results of resonant x-ray scattering experiments on KCuF3. Structurally forbidden reflections,
corresponding to magnetic and 3d-orbital long-range order, have been observed. Integrated intensities have
been measured as a function of incident energy, polarization, azimuthal angle, and temperature. By means ofab
initio local spin density approximation~LSDA! and local spin density approximation with on-site Coulomb
interaction~LSDA1U! calculations we determine the electronic structure of KCuF3 and obtain the resonant
x-ray scattering spectrum at the Cu K edge, which shows good agreement with the experimental data. Orbital
and spin degrees of freedom are strongly coupled, and the temperature dependence of the intensity of orbital
Bragg peaks reveals a correlation between magnetic and orbital order parameters.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A number of papers have been published during the
four decades dealing with the physical properties of
pseudocubic perovskite KCuF3. This system belongs to
class of Mott-Hubbard insulators containing transition-me
ions whose magnetic behavior is largely determined by
structural configuration and the presence of nearly dege
ate, partially occupied orbitals. The magnitude and sign
the superexchange interaction depend on the filling of
orbitals, and are therefore indeterminate in presence of
generacy. The empirical Goodenough-Anderson-Kanam
rules,1 for instance, cannot be applied if the type of occup
orbital is not known. The superexchange Hamiltonian m
be generalized, to include the orbital degrees of freed
among with the spin ones. This was done almost thirty ye
ago by Kugel’ and Khomskii~KK !, who proposed a mode
able to describe the ordering of orbitals by superexchang
substances containing ions with orbital degeneracy, an
predict the corresponding magnetic structure.2,3 The KK
model shows that symmetry breaking, lifting, the electro
degeneracy, leads to magnetic and orbital long-range or
that are closely related, even if they occur at different te
peratures.

KCuF3 represents the simplest realization of a KK sy
tem. The Cu21 ions have the 3d9 configuration, with com-
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pletely filled t2g orbitals and a single hole in the almo
degenerate 3dx22y2 and 3d3z22r 2 eg states. The mean-field
phase diagram and the dynamics of the KK Hamiltonian
the corresponding case of spinsS51/2 and doubly degener
ateeg states reproduce, qualitatively, the essential physic
KCuF3.4,5

The crystal structure of KCuF3 is made up of distorted
CuF6 octahedra, arranged in such a way as to give an alm
equal Cu-Cu distance along the three principal axes of
pseudocubic perovskite cell (a5b58.2802 Å, c
57.852 Å). The octahedral symmetry is broken, well abo
room temperature, by an orbital polarization accompanied
a Jahn-Teller~JT! cooperative distortion.2,5 CuF6 octahedra
that are adjacent in the (a,b) plane are elongate along thea
or b axis, and arranged in an antiferrodistortive pattern. If
squares of F ions superposed in neighboring (a,b) planes are
rotated in opposite directions with respect to the undistor
configuration, the so-calledtype-a structure is realized,
whereas thetype-d arrangement is obtained if superposed
squares are rotated in the same sense.6 In either case, the
distortion corresponds to an alternate occupation of 3dx22z2

and 3dy22z2 hole states, i.e., to planes of perpendicula
oriented orbitals. Band-structure calculations using the loc
density approximation~LDA ! with the electron interactions
treated in Hartree-Fock approximation (LDA1U method!
support this picture.7 According to the Goodenough
©2002 The American Physical Society25-1
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Anderson-Kanamori rules, the orbital configuration results
nearest-neighbor superexchange interactions that are an
romagnetic and strong along thec axis, ferromagnetic and
weak in the (a,b) plane, as expressed by the ratiouJcu/Ja
5100 between the nearest-neighbor superexchange int
tions along and perpendicular toc.8

Indeed, above 38 K, KCuF3 is a good realization of the
one-dimensional antiferromagnetic~AF! nearest-neighbo
Heisenberg model. The spin dynamics have been studied
tensively and found to be in good agreement with the
bound spinon model.9–11 Long-range three-dimensional A
order develops belowTN538 K for type a, and below 22 K
for type-d structure; in both cases the magnetic propaga
vector is ^001& and the ordered moment ism050.48mB .12

The crossover from one-dimensional to three-dimensio
behavior is signaled by the appearance in the magnetic
sponse of a longitudinal mode, the physical origin of whi
is the zero-point fluctuations that suppress the ordered
ment in the coupled chain system.13

In this paper, we present the results of resonant x-
scattering~RXS! experiments performed on good quali
KCuF3 single crystals. Structurally forbidden reflection
corresponding to magnetic and 3d-orbital long-range order
have been observed. Integrated intensities have been
sured as a function of temperature and incident-photon
ergy and polarization. The direction of the magnetic mom
in the ordered phase and the symmetry of the orbitals h
been determined from measurements of the Bragg inten
as a function the azimuthal angle around superlattice vec
Nonresonant azimuthal scans about magnetic peaks
also performed to determine the angular momentum con
bution to the magnetic moment. It appears that orbital a
magnetic orderings are closely related, with a definite in
play between magnetic and orbital order parameters as
vealed by an increase in the intensity of orbital Bragg pe
in the temperature range close to the Nee´l point. Ab initio
local spin density approximation~LSDA! and local spin den-
sity approximation with on-site Coulomb interactio
~LSDA1U! calculations are also presented. The calcula
spectrum and azimuthal angle dependence at the Cu K
reproduce the measured data without adjustable parame

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND DETAILS

RXS is due to a process in which a photon is virtua
absorbed by exciting a core electron to empty states,
subsequently reemitted when the excited electron and
core hole recombine.14–16 This process introduces aniso
tropic contributions to the x-ray susceptibility tensor,17 the
amplitude of which increases dramatically as the photon
ergy is tuned to an atomic absorption edge. In presenc
long-range order of magnetic moments, electronic orbi
occupancy or spatially anisotropic valence-electron clou
the interference of the anomalous anisotropic scattering
plitudes lead to the excitation of Bragg peaks at positio
forbidden by the crystallographic space group. For absorb
atoms belonging to the transition-metal series, only the
edge may be of practical use, as the energy of other abs
tion edges is usually below the cut off for Bragg diffractio
17442
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For the Cu K edge, the intermediate states involved
the 4p ~electric dipole transitions! and the 3d ~electric quad-
rupole transitions!. The sensitivity of the experiment to mag
netic order at the quadrupole, 1s-3d, threshold energy has it
origin in the spin polarization of the 3d states, whilst at the
1s-4p dipole transition energy the resonant enhancement
magnetic reflections is due to the 4p-3d intra-atomic Cou-
lomb interaction and to the mixing of the 4p with the 3d
states of neighboring Cu atoms.18 The two resonant terms ar
superimposed to a much weaker, nonreson
contribution.19,20 Both the resonant and the nonresona
magnetic scattering amplitudes depend on the polarizatio
the incident (s, p) and of the scattered (s8, p8) photons,
and are discussed in Refs. 16,19,20.

RXS is also sensitive to the occupancy of 3d valence
orbitals, and has been used to probe orbital long-range o
in several manganites and transition-metal oxides.21–25 For-
bidden reflections become permitted due to the asphericit
the atomic electron density giving rise to an anomalous t
sor component in the atomic scattering factor. In Mn pero
kites, the resonant enhancement of superlattice reflect
corresponding to orbital ordering have been observed by
ing the photon energy at the Mn K-absorption edge. Th
retical models suggest that the resonance is due to 1s→4p
electric-dipole transitions, the splitting of the 4p states being
mainly due to the JT distortion that accompanies the orb
ordering.26–28

The experiments have been performed on the ID
beamline29 of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facili
~ESRF! in Grenoble, France. The spectrometer exploits
third-harmonic emission of a 42-mm-period undulator d
vice. A double crystal Si~111! curved monochromator pro
vides sagittal focusing and selects the appropriate x-ray
ergy. Vertical focusing and filtering of higher harmonics
achieved by Si mirrors that deliver at the sample positio
99% linearly polarized beam, with polarization perpendicu
to the scattering plane (s) and wave vectork i . The energy
resolution is of 0.8 eV~full width at half maximum! at the
Cu K edge. A mosaic crystal positioned between the sam
and the detector is used to analyze whether the polariza
of the scattered beam~with wave vectork f) is parallel (p8)
or perpendicular (s8) to the vertical scattering plane. A sche
matic representation of the experimental setup is shown
Fig. 1.

For resonant scattering experiments we operated the s
trometer around the Cu K edge of 8.995 keV, using the~004!
reflection from a LiF analyzer~Bragg angle of 43.3° at the
Cu K edge, no correction was performed to account for
departure from the ideal 45° orientation of the analyzer cr
tal!. Non-resonant measurements were conducted at 5
and 7.828 keV, with~004! and~006! pyrolithic graphite ana-
lyzers, respectively~analyzer Bragg angle of 45°).

Single crystals of KCuF3 have been prepared followin
the procedure described in Ref. 30. An aqueous solution
HF ~45% in volume! was added to a suspension of CuCO3 in
a Teflon becker until a limpid solution was obtained. Then
stoichiometric amount of an aqueous solution of KF w
added, and the resulting limpid solution was kept still
room temperature. The slow evaporation of water yield
pale blue crystals of KCuF3 of about 53535 mm3 in size.
5-2
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RESONANT X-RAY SCATTERING STUDY OF MAGNETIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 174425
Several crystals were cut to form either a~100! or a~110! flat
clean surface, and carefully characterized by x-ray diffr
tion. Specimens withtype-d regions extended over no mor
than a few percent of the entire volume were chosen for
experiments. The sample was mounted inside a closed-c
refrigerator, allowing a base temperature of 10 K, with t
vector normal to the clean surface lying in the scatter
plane. Integrated intensitiesI m were obtained numerically, by
fitting a linear background and a Lorentzian line shape to
measured Bragg peaks. Corrections for the size of the f
print of the incident beam and for absorption were applied
I c5I mm(11sina/sinb), where a and b are the angles
formed by the incident and scattered beam directions w
the sample surface, andm is the energy dependent absorpti
coefficient.

III. MAGNETIC SCATTERING

A. Resonant magnetic scattering

The appearance of resonant superlattice reflections
propagation vector̂001& signals the occurrence of AF orde
below TN538 K. The integrated intensity of the magnet
~441! Bragg peak is shown in Fig. 2, as a function of t
photons energy, for boths-s8 ands-p8 polarization chan-
nels. The fluorescence yield measured at 12 K is also sho
as an energy reference.

Two features are observed in the spectrum of thes-p8
component, one centered about the 1s→4p intra-atomic di-
pole transition, the other around the quadrupole 1s23d
threshold energy (E258.974 keV). An antiresonant dip a
the high-energy side of the quadrupolar peak is also visi
The complex structure of the resonance spectrum sugge
non-negligible hybridization between Cu 4p and fluorine or-
bitals.

The nonresonant behavior of thes-s8 channel at the di-
pole edge confirms the magnetic origin of the measured
nal. However, a weak quadrupolar resonance can be

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the experimental setu
the ESRF ID 20 beamline. A photon beam polarized perpend
larly to the~vertical! scattering plane impinges on the sampleSand
is scattered towards the analyzer crystalA. The scattered beam com
ponents with polarization parallel (p8) or perpendicular (s8) to the
scattering plane can be selected by an appropriate orientation o
analyzer.D is a standard scintillation detector. Integrated intensit
of Bragg peaks are measured as a function of the photon energ
different values of the azimuthal angler, defining the crystal ori-
entation about the scattering vector (hkl). The unit vectorsui define
the reference frame.
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also in thes-s8 spectrum. This indicates that the orbit
angular momentumL gives a finite contribution to the Cu
magnetic moment. Indeed, the intensity of AF-magne
Bragg peaks is proportional to the square of the differe
between the scattering amplitudes for the two sublattices.
the quadrupolar resonant term, this difference would van
if the orbital moment of the atomic ground state was co
pletely quenched,31,32 as one would expect for Cu21 in the
first-order limit and octahedral symmetry. On the other ha
if ^L&Þ0 the amplitude of the quadrupolar resonance in
s-p8 spectrum should increase with the modulus of the sc
tering vector. This expected behavior is confirmed by
data reported in Fig. 3, which shows the photon-energy
pendence of thes-p8 integrated intensity for magneti
Bragg peaks with (0 0l ) Miller indices (l 51, 3, 5, 7!.

B. Nonresonant magnetic scattering

The non-resonant amplitude of magnetic scatteri
f nr(Q), depends on the Fourier transform of the orbital a
spin angular momentum densities, and allows a determ
tion of the local orbital and spin moments. Quantitative
formation on the angular momentum contribution to the

of
-

the
s
for

FIG. 2. Photon-energy dependence of the magnetic~441!, inte-
grated intensity near the Cu K-absorption edge. The upper p
shows the fluorescence and its energy derivative, as an energy
erence. Data were collected at 12 K with boths8 ~middle panel!
and p8 ~lower panel! polarization of the scattered beam. Corre
tions for self-absorption have been applied, as stated in the tex
5-3
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R. CACIUFFOet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 174425
magnetic moment can therefore be obtained from meas
ments of integrated magnetic intensities far away from
resonance K edge.

Following Blume and Gibbs,20 f nr(Q) for s-s8 ands-p8
polarization channel can be written as

f nr~Q!5F f s-s8

f s-p8
G

}Fsin 2u S2~Q!

sinu sin2u@S1~Q!1L1~Q!#12 sin3uS3~Q!
G ,

~1!

whereu is the Bragg angle,Q5k i2k f is the scattering vec
tor, Si(Q) andLi(Q) are the components of the vector qua
tities S(Q) andL (Q) along the unit vectorsui shown in Fig.
1 and defined in Ref. 20.S(Q) is the Fourier transform of the
spin momentum density, whileL (Q50) gives a measure o
the orbital-moment magnetization.20

FIG. 3. Photon-energy dependence of the magnetic~001!, ~003!,
~005!, and ~007! integrated intensities near the Cu K-absorpti
edge. Data were collected at 12 K withp8 polarization of the scat-
tered beam, and corrected for self-absorption. The increase o
resonance amplitude at the quadrupolar threshold with the mod
of the scattering vector indicates a finite value of^L&.
17442
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Earlier studies suggested that the Cu spins in KCuF3 are
lying in the a-b plane, owing to the very weakXY-like an-
isotropy field that arises from dipolar and anisotropic e
change interaction.12,33,34With the @0 0 1# direction paral-
lel to u3, the S3 component is therefore zero, and Eq.~1!
reduces to

f nr~Q!}Fsin 2uSsin~r2rS!

sinu sin 2u@Scos~r2rS!1L sin~r2rL!#
G ,

~2!

wherer is the angle formed by the@1 0 0# direction and
the u1 unit vector, rS (rL) is the angle between th
@1 0 0# and the spin~orbital! moment direction.

The results ofr ~azimuthal! scans about the~005! mag-
netic peak, taken atT511 K with photon energy\v
55.218 keV, are shown in Fig. 4 for both thes-s8 and the
s-p8 channel. Intensities were calculated assuming them
be proportional to the square of the amplitudes given by E
~2!. Continuous lines in Fig. Fig. 4 show the calculated
tensities, which are in agreement with collinear spin and
bit magnetic moments, lying along the@1 1 0# direction
(rS5rL5p/4).

The ratio L(Q)/S(Q) can be easily determined from
scans similar to those reported in Fig. 4, as

L~Q!

S~Q!
5

tan~r2p/4!

sinu
AI s-p8

I s-s8

21, ~3!

whereQ54p sinu/l. The values obtained are shown in Fi
5, the solid line being a fit of the data to the dipole appro
mation curve.20 The extrapolation toQ50 gives L/S
50.29(5). Polarization analysis of nonresonant magne
scattering35 and LDA1U calculations36 have given compa-
rable values ofL/S for Ni in NiO. This result implies either
a reduced symmetry at the Cu sites, e.g., that suggeste
Ref. 6, or a mixing with excited states.

he
us

FIG. 4. Azimuthal scans about the~005! magnetic Bragg peak
far away from resonance, atT511 K; closed circles correspond t
the s-p8 channel, open circles tos-s8. Data points are intensities
corrected for absorption. Lines are intensities calculated assum
magnetic moments along the@1 1 0# direction, for a collinear
arrangement of spin and orbit moments.
5-4
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IV. ORBITAL ORDERING

Resonant superlattice reflections corresponding to
propagation vector̂111& indicate the presence of long-rang
3d orbital order in thetype-a structure. Much weaker struc
turally forbidden peaks with propagation vector^110&, cor-
responding to orbital ordering within the small amount
type-d variant present in the samples, were also visible.

Figure 6 shows, as an example, the energy dependen
the s-p8 integrated intensity for the~331! ~type a) and for
the ~330! ~type d) Bragg peaks. The enhancement of t
intensity of orbital superlattice reflections occurs only ab
the dipole threshold energy, which identifies the resona
with 1s→4p transitions.

When the crystal is rotated around the scattering vecto
the dipole resonance, the orbitals-p8 superlattice peaks ex
hibit a characteristic oscillation with twofold symmetry. Th
azimuthal angle dependence of the~331! orbital peak is
shown in Fig. 7, and compared with the azimuthal intens
oscillation of the~005! magnetic intensity, measured at th
same energy~8.992 keV! and temperature~12 K!. The solid
lines in Fig. 7 are fits to the square of the sinusoidal functi
sin2(r1a). In drawing the figure, the origin of the~005!
azimuthal scan has been set to the orientation where th
cident polarization vector is parallel to@100#, whilst for the
~331! scanr50 corresponds to the incident polarization ve
tor parallel to@001#. The results obtained show that the o
bital and magnetic azimuthal scans are shifted byDa5p/4.
This is a direct proof that the Cu magnetic moments, wh
direction in thea2b plane has been a subject of controver
are directed along the@110# direction of the pseudocubi
perovskite cell, whilst the main contribution to the orbit
signal comes from the difference inpx(y) density of states on
the two sublattices.28 The relative arrangement of occupie
orbitals and magnetic-moment directions is shown in Fig

Figure 9 shows the integrated intensity of thes-p8 mag-
netic ~441! and orbital~331! Bragg reflections as a functio
of temperature. As the temperature is lowered, no variati

FIG. 5. TheL(Q)/S(Q) ratio as a function ofq5Q/4p, as
deduced from the nonresonant azimuthal scans. Data have
collected at two different incident photon energies~5.218 and 7.828
keV! using pyrolitic graphite~004! and ~006! polarization analyz-
ers, respectively. The solid line is a fit to the dipolar model d
scribed by Blume and Gibbs. Extrapolation toQ50 gives an esti-
mate of the orbital contribution to the Cu magnetic moment.
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are observed for the charge peaks, neither in intensity no
position and width. On the other hand, the intensity of t
orbital peaks, which is practically constant down to 43
does increase below this temperature and saturates belo
K, where the magnetic order starts to develop. A simi
increase in intensity of the orbital peaks, in a temperat
region where the orbital order parameter~OP! C is expected
to be saturated, has been reported nearTN for several
manganites.22,24,37

V. LSDA AND LSDA¿U ab initio CALCULATIONS

Although electronic correlations in the narrow band 3d
subsystem can only partly be described within the loc

FIG. 6. Energy dependence ofs-p8 intensities of the~330! and
~331! superlattice reflections, corresponding to long-range orde
of 3d Cu orbitals in thetype-d andtype-a variants of KCuF3. Data
were recorded at 12 K, and are corrected for absorption.

FIG. 7. Azimuthal angle dependence of the magnetic~005!
~closed circles! and the orbital~331! ~open circles! s-p8 intensities.
Data were taken at 12 K, with incident energy of 8.992 keV a
LiF~004! analyzer. The solid lines are the twofold squared sin
soidal curve describing the angular dependence.
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density approximation of the density-functional theory, th
approach does give reliable results for the wide ba
formed by the 4p states. We calculate the electronic structu
of KCuF3 with the linear muffin-tin orbital method within
the atomic sphere aproximation~LMTO-ASA! LSDA
method38 using the LMTO47 Stuttgart code and with the
LSDA1U extension of this method,39 which incorporates a
mean-field treatment of the strong correlations in theeg sub-
system. The calculations are performed for the crysta
graphic a-type structure of KCuF3 ~Ref. 40! and the Cou-
lomb and exchange parameters areU57.5 eV and J
50.9 eV, equal to the values of Liechtensteinet al.7 in their
calculation for thed-type structure of KCuF3.

Our LSDA calculation (U5J50) produces a paramag
netic metallic ground state for KCuF3 ~as in Refs. 7,41!,
which indicates that in this system the Jahn-Teller distort
is not so strong that it can induce a bandgap. In LaMn3,

FIG. 8. Thetype acrystal structure of KCuF3. A possible or-
dered pattern of the Cu 3d orbitals is schematically shown. Th
large circle represents the K ions, the small, full circles are th
ions. The arrows indicate the direction of the magnetic moment
the ordered phase.

FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of the integrated intensit
the ~331! orbital ordering peak~triangles! and the magnetic~441!
Bragg reflection~circles!. The qualitative behavior of the orbita
order parameterC as a function of temperature, computed in t
mean-field approximation described in the text, is shown in
inset.
17442
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which is aneg orbital ordered system as well, the Jahn-Tel
distortion is apparently stronger: from band-structure cal
lations one finds that the Jahn-Teller splitting betweeneg
orbitals induces a bandgap of 278 meV for the manganit42

For KCuF3 we can compare the energy difference betwe
the first moment of the twoeg partial occupied densities o
states, which we find to be 132 meV, with the Jahn-Te
energy calculated in Ref. 43, whereEJT5120 meV and 177
meV were found with two different computational method
The Jahn-Teller energy for the cuprate is thus approxima
half of the Jahn-Teller energy for the undoped manganite

From our LSDA1U calculation we find a ground stat
with a-type orbital order of alternatingdy22z2 and dx22z2

orbitals, shown in Fig. 8, and a charge gap of 2.47 eV, wh
is somewhat larger than the gap of 2 eV found for thed-type
structure,7 but smaller than the gap found in an unrestrict
Hartree-Fock approach.43 The calculation also gives the co
rect magnetic order. It is therefore the electron-electron
teraction in theeg subsystem, which induces the large sing
particle excitation gap in KCuF3.

VI. DISCUSSION

It is generally believed that in the RXS experiment
electron makes a dipolar transition, in this case from a Cus
to 4p state, as higher-order transitions have much sma
cross sections.27 Different Cu 3d orbitals witheg symmetry
are occupied on different sublattices—the orbital order—a
corresponding to this reduced translation symmetry ex
Bragg reflections can appear if the orbital order of thed
states is somehow reflected in an electronic inequivalenc
the Cu 4px , py and/orpz states. In the approach of Ishiha
et al.44,45 the intra-atomic Coulomb interaction between t
Cu 3d and 4p states gives rise to the splitting of thep levels.
Elfimov et al.26 pointed out, however, that as the orbital o
der of theeg electrons couples to the lattice via the Jah
Teller effect, the resulting lattice distortion in turn splits th
4p states. As thep states are delocalized—their bandwidth
in the order of 10 eV—one needs to generalize the R
cross section to a band-structure framework.28 It is this com-
putational scheme that we adopt here. For additional de
about the adopted method see Ref. 28.

The Cu K-edge resonance spectra that we obtain from
band-structure calculation are shown in Fig. 10, where
used a broadening oft2151.5 eV due to the core-hole
lifetime.26 The spectrum consists of two main peaks, whe
the low-energy peak has less intensity. Note that the ene
scale in the calculation is relative to the chemical potentia
it does not include the core-hole energy. Comparing the
culations forU50 andU57.5 eV, we see that the spect
have roughly the same structure, be it that theU57.5 eV
spectrum is shifted to higher energy and that in this case
low-energy peak has somewhat smaller spectral weight.
shift of the spectrum is due to the opening of a gap at
Fermi level. The resemblance of the two spectra shows
the RXS intensity is for the largest part determined by
Jahn-Teller distortion and that the Coulomb interactio
among the 3d states only play a minor role for the RX
signal. This is in contrast to the electronic gap in KCuF3,
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which is mostly determined by electron correlations and
little Jahn-Teller contribution.

We also calculate the azimuthal angle (r) dependence o
the RXS resonance and find an almost perfect sin2r behavior,
shown in the inset of Fig. 10, as one would expect beca
the CuF6 octahedra are not tilted.28 In Fig. 11 the experimen-
tal and calculated spectra are directly compared and we
that there is a remarkable agreement. The high-energy sh
der aroundE525 eV ~on the energy scale of Fig. 11! is
absent in the theoretical result, but the splitting of the t
main peaks and their relative intensities are correctly gi

FIG. 10. Total calculated resonant x-ray intensity for the~331!
orbital superlattice reflection on the Cu K edge, with and witho
on-site Coulomb interactionU. In the inset the azimuthal angl
dependence of the signal is shown for fixed polar angleu.

FIG. 11. Resonant x-ray spectrum for the~331! reflection on the
Cu K edge. Thin line represents the LSDA1U result, without core-
hole broadening (t2150), thick line represents the LSDA1U re-
sult with t2151.5 eV, the asterisks represent the experimental
sults. The experimental data are shown relative to the core-
energy of 8973.5 eV.
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by ourab initio band-structure calculation. This is an indic
tion of the reliability of band-structure methods for descr
ing and predicting resonant x-ray spectra and at the s
time an indication that resonant x-ray intensities
transition- metal oxides reflect theeg orbital order paramete
via the Jahn-Teller lattice deformation.26,28,46

An interesting result of the present experiments is giv
by the temperature variation of the intensity of orbital-ord
peaks, increasing to a larger saturation value when the t
perature decreases below the magnetic ordering point.

Ishihara and Maekawa47 suggest that this anomalous tem
perature dependence signals a change in the type of or
order near the magnetic transition. In particular, an inten
increase is expected if the orbital state changes from
dz22x2-dz22y2 type of order to a state wheredz22x2(z22y2)
orbitals are hybridized withd3x22r 2(3y22r 2) orbitals. In the
present case, however, we note that no variation in the
distortion of the fluorine octahedra is observed aroundTN .

An alternative model that account for the behavior of t
orbital OP vs temperature, as measured by x-ray scatterin
KCuF3 and in the transition-metal oxides, is described b
low. The basic physical idea is that the magnetic order
driven by the orbital order, in the sense that the excha
constants between spins of neighboring atoms are de
mined by the relative orientation of the occupied orbitals
these atoms, as summarized by the Goodenough-Kanam
Anderson model.

We can try to model the interplay ofC, the orbital OP,
and S, the magnetization OP, by writing a simple Land
effective free energyF, which acknowledges that the mag
netic critical temperature is determined by the exchange c
stants and that those are in turn related to the orbital
which we take constant throughout the volume. We assu
that the Ne´el temperature is proportional toC2, which is the
simplest form of dependence,

F5a1~T2TOO!C21b1C41a2~T2a28C
2!S21b2S4,

~4!

where all thea’s andb’s are positive, real constants, the on
restriction being that 4b1b22a2

2a28
2.0, to ensure thatF has

a lower bound. At high temperature,T.TOO , bothC andS
are zero. AsT becomes smaller thanTOO , C begins to grow,
according to the mean-field law,

C2~T!5
a1~TOO2T!

2b1
. ~5!

However, S remains vanishing until a temperatureTN is
reached such thatTN5a28C

2(TN), which means

TN5
a28a1TOO

2b11a28a1

. ~6!

For T,TN , alsoS is nonvanishing, therefore the equatio
determiningC is modified. In fact, the minimization of the
free energy with respect to both OP gives

t

-
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dF/dC25a1~T2TOO!12b1C22a28a2S250,

dF/dS25a2~T2a28C
2!12b2S250, ~7!

and consequently forT,TN ,

C25

2b2a1FTOO2S 11
a2

2a28

2a1b2
DTG

4b1b22a2
2a28

2
, ~8!

which corresponds to a steeper rise and a larger satura
value of the orbital OP as the temperature further decre
below TN . Adjusting the parameters so thatTOO.800 K,
TN.38 K, and saturation values are comparable to exp
ment, it is easy to generate a behavior ofC similar to the
observed one, as shown in the inset of Fig. 9.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Resonant x-ray scattering experiments on KCuF3 have
given new information on the magnetic ordered state of
system and have shown that the magnetic and the 3d orbital
order are closely related, even though the associated en
scales differ by more than a factor of 20. Both resonant
nonresonant magnetic scattering measurements point
non-negligible orbital contribution to the total magnetic m
ment of the Cu ions. From nonresonant measurements
clear that the orbital and spin part of the Cu magnetic m
ment are collinear and directed along the@1 1 0# direction,
the ratioL/S being close to 0.3. The orbital ordering resu
in the appearance of forbidden Bragg reflections correspo
K

ys

s

da

w
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ing to the^110& propagation vector. These reflections sho
a strong resonant enhancement for x-ray energies close t
Cu 1s→4p transition, and are therefore better ascribed t
difference in thepx(y) density of states. LSDA and LSDA
1U calculations give a large value for the single partic
excitation gap, induced by the electron-electron interact
in the eg subsystem, the Jahn-Teller contribution being
most negligible. On the other hand, it is the Jahn-Teller d
tortion that essentially determines the RSX intensity,
Coulomb interaction between the 3d electrons playing a mi-
nor role. A sudden increase of the orbital order paramete
found in the temperature range close to~but slightly higher
than! the Néel temperature. This increase is indicative of
strong coupling between the orbital and the magnetic or
parameters, in agreement with the Goodenough-Kanam
Anderson rules, in the sense that the orbital occupancy
termines the sign and value of the exchange constants.
last result can be interpreted in the light of a semiquantita
model that gives a trend with temperature of the orbital or
parameter that is reasonably comparable with the experim
tal results. As a final remark, we can note that the propo
model can explain similar experimental results found in
colossal magnetoresistance~CMR! manganites, thus ques
tioning the interpretation that ascribes them to a change
the orbital ordered state.
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